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The S&P Global 
1200 index declined 
12.9 percent for 
the quarter ended 
December 31, 2018. 
All returns are 
expressed in US 
dollars.

World Markets Quarterly Review
December 31,  2018

DJIA -11.3% BSX -31.1% UK FTSE -11.7% Nikkei -14.6%
S&P 500 -13.5% Bolsa -19.5% CAC -14.8% Hang Seng -6.8%
NASDAQ -17.3% Bovespa 15.0% DAX -15.1% Straits Times -5.2%
TSX -14.6% Merval -1.2% Kospi -13.3% ASX -10.4%
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Global Stock Markets
• Despite the best economic growth of the cycle,  

the deepest corporate tax cuts in decades,  
and 25 percent year-over-year earnings growth  
for the S&P 500, US stocks struggled to deliver  
positive performance in the last quarter  
of 2018. 

• A great deal of uncertainty relating to trade  
tensions, higher interest rates, and a US 
government shut down undermined the stock  
prices globally.

• Energy was the worst performing sector  
as oil prices plummeted 38.0 percent in  
the quarter amid higher inventory data and  
production increases.

Bond Markets 
• Treasury yields fell in Fourth Quarter 2018 as  

investors scrambled to seek the safety of  
government bonds on concern the global  
economy could be stalling. 

• The difference between the yields on ten-year 
and two-year US debt narrowed as demand 
for longer maturities rose amid soft inflation. 

• Investment grade corporate bonds 
underperformed Treasuries amid a series of 
issuer-specific concerns around credit rating 
downgrades, trade tensions, global growth,  
and the decline in oil prices.

Currency Markets
• The US dollar appreciated against most major 

currencies in Fourth Quarter 2018 as the Fed  
raised the benchmark rate and indicated  
further interest rate hikes may be appropriate  
in 2019. 

• Sterling faced headwinds from Brexit and  
weakened against the euro. 

• The Japanese yen strengthened against all 
G10 currencies on safe haven demand.
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North American Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep2018 31 Dec2018 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

US stock indices fell 
on trade tensions, 

the government 
shutdown, and 

departures from  
the Trump 

administration.

            26,458.31   23,327.46  -11.31% -11.31%

  2,913.98   2,506.85  -13.52% -13.52%

  8,046.35   6,635.28  -17.28% -17.28%

  16,073.14   14,322.86  -10.11% -14.63%

  2,427.92   2,103.73  -12.93% -12.93%

US Dow Jones Industrial 

US S&P 500    

US NASDAQ

Canada TSX

S&P Global 1200

• On October 14 military communication 
equipment providers Harris Corporation and 
L3 Technologies Inc announced an all-stock 
merger that will create the United States’ 
sixth-largest defence contractor. Increased 
defence spending under US President Trump 
is driving contractors to pursue mergers  
so they have more scale to bid on bigger  
projects, spanning everything from upgrading  
computer systems to space exploration.  
The shares of Harris and L3 rose by 11.9 percent 
and 12.8 percent, respectively, on the news.

• On October 29 International Business 
Machines Corporation (IBM) said the 
company would buy open-source software 
company Red Hat for $34 billion – the biggest  
tech deal of 2018 and IBM’s largest purchase 
in its 107-year history. Red Hat doesn’t sell 
software – it gives it away for free and  
then makes money supporting its users. 
Buying Red Hat allows IBM to broaden its 
offering in tech’s hottest growth area,  
cloud computing, to better compete with 
cloud giants Amazon and Microsoft. IBM 
fell 4.1 percent whereas Red Hat jumped  
45.4 percent on the day.

• On October 30 General Electric Company 
(GE) slashed its dividend to a penny a share 
and fell short on earnings. GE reported 
earnings per share of $0.14 and revenue of 
$29.57 billion, missing analysts’ estimates  
of $0.20 and $30.25 billion, respectively, and 
said the dividend cut will save $3.9 billion  
of cash in 2019.  GE’s share price plummeted  
8.8 percent on the day.

• On November 7 US midterm elections 
went largely as expected as the Democratic 
Party gained control of the House from the 
Republican Party, winning the most seats,  
while the Republicans increased their 
majority in the Senate. Previously, both were  
Republican-held. US stocks were up overall 
on the day after the widely predicted result  
emerged, dispelling uncertainty, and the  
S&P 500 index rose 2.1 percent.

• On November 8 The Walt Disney Company 
reported strong earnings as sales increased 
by 12 percent over last year beating analyst  
expectations, while profit rose by 33 percent.  
This was mainly due to strong theme parks 
attendance during the summer months and 
better than expected performance of  
Disney’s Marvel movies like Ant-Man and  
the Wasp. Disney also announced the  
launch of the streaming platform Disney+  
in the US in 2019 that will include film, TV,  
and online content from 21st Century Fox  
as well which Disney recently bought for  
$71 billion. Disney rose 1.7 percent the  
following day.

• On December 26 Amazon.com, Inc 
announced that the company sold a record  
number of items throughout the holiday  
season. These sales could give the company  
a chance to beat its own outlook for the  
holiday season which disappointed 
investors after its last earnings report. 
Amazon’s stock rose 9.5 percent on the day  
of announcement. 
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Latin American Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep2018 31 Dec2018 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

• October 8 Jair Bolsonaro, a far-right former 
Army captain, took a huge lead in the first 
round of Brazil’s presidential elections 
as voters enraged by years of recession, 
corruption scandals, and soaring crime rallied  
around his strongman message. Bolsonaro 
secured 46 percent of the votes in the first 
round of elections against leftist Fernando 
Haddad who received 29 percent of the votes. 
Throughout his campaign, Bolsonaro said 
he wants the Brazilian central bank to be 
more independent and to privatize state-
run companies. He also promised to take a 
tough stance against corruption. Bovespa, 
the Brazilian stock index, rose 4.6 percent 
due to Bolsonaro’s market friendly stance.

• On October 29 incoming Mexican President  
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, the leftist 
who calmed investors with his initial 
market-friendly approach, scrapped the 
US$13 billion Mexico City airport project 
after 70 percent of the 1.07 million people  
who participated in the national referendum  
voted against the airport. Mexican Bolsa,  
the Mexican stock index, fell by 4.2 percent  
after the nation’s biggest infrastructure 
project was scrapped.

• On November 1 Ecopetrol, the largest and 
primary petroleum company in Colombia, 
missed the earnings estimates for Third 
Quarter 2018 due to higher than expected 
exploration and tax expenses. The company 
has been hit by inflation, limited reserve 
life, and few signs of production growth. 
The stock was down 7.4 percent in Bogotá.

• On November 8 Cielo SA, Brazil’s largest  
credit and debit card processor, announced 
that they will be cutting prices to new clients  
to match competitors such as PagSeguro  
Digital Ltd and Stone Pagamentos SA.  
Cielo’s share price dropped 9.6 percent on  
the news.

• On November 8 Mexico’s incoming President  
Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador introduced 
legislation to dramatically slash the fees 
banks can charge clients. The bill would 
eliminate or curb what banks can charge 
for things including ATM withdrawals, 
late payments on credit cards, inter-bank 
transfers, minimum amounts for credit card 
terminals, and cashiers’ checks. Mexican 
Bolsa (MEXBOL), the Mexican stock index,  
fell by 5.8 percent on the day.

• On December 10 an appeals court in Brazil 
overturned an order blocking a proposed 
$4.75 billion tie-up between US aerospace 
giant, The Boeing Company, and the 
commercial aviation business of Embraer S.A.  
The ruling suspended a previous decision 
from the lower federal court that prevented 
the outgoing government to take any 
“concrete acts” on the deal. The deal was 
announced in July 2018, whereby, Boeing 
is to take an 80 percent stake in Embraer’s 
commercial business. The shares of Embraer  
rose 2.0 percent after the ruling.

Brazil’s Bovespa 
Index rose as 
investor confidence 
was upbeat 
following the 
election of  
a new president.
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            49,504.16   41,640.27  -15.38% -19.47%

  79,342.42   87,887.26  10.77% 15.03%

  33,461.77   30,292.55  -9.47% -1.22%

  5,283.53   5,105.43  -3.37% -8.41%

    2,427.92   2,103.73  -12.93% -12.93%

Mexico Bolsa

Brazil Bovespa

Argentina Merval

Chile IPSA

S&P Global 1200



European Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep2018 31 Dec2018 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

European equities 
were weighed 

down on signs of 
weakening economic 

data and political 
concerns over  

the Italy/EU  
budget dispute.
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                7,510.20   6,728.13  -9.61% -11.66%

  12,246.73   10,558.96  -13.78% -15.07%

  5,493.49   4,730.69  -13.56% -14.76%

  9,389.20   8,539.90  -7.97% -9.26%

    2,427.92   2,103.73  -12.93% -12.93%

    1,547.65   1,367.94  -11.22% -12.46%

UK FTSE

Germany DAX

France CAC 40

Spain IBEX 35

S&P Global 1200

S&P Europe 350

• On October 31 eurozone’s largest bank, 
Banco Santander, S.A., reported strong 
performance in its Spanish domestic market  
and a solid underlying business in Brazil as  
Third Quarter 2018 net profit was up 36 
percent from a year earlier – all whilst 
improving its solvency position. Santander’s 
diversification overseas, especially in Brazil,  
has helped the bank cope with tough  
conditions faced by its European rivals since  
the onset of the financial crisis. Santander  
rose 2.1 percent on the day.

• On November 7 Adidas AG, the world’s 
second-biggest sports apparel brand, 
reported sales growth of eight percent in  
Third Quarter 2018, just shy of expectations 
but a higher profit than predicted: up  
19 percent on the same period last year.  
Currency headwinds and higher costs for raw  
materials were offset by stronger margins 
as Adidas sold a greater proportion of its  
products directly over the internet and  
through its own stores rather than via  
retailers. However, Adidas lowered their sales  
forecast due to stiff competition in Europe. 
Adidas shares fell 3.4 percent on the day.

• On November 12 SAP SE, Europe’s biggest  
software company, announced that it was  
buying US survey software maker Qualtrics  
for $8 billion in cash. SAP thinks Qualtrics 
will beef up SAP’s cloud customer relations  
business – an area that is growing faster  
than SAP’s traditional desktop-bound  

software services. Investors seemed to like  
the deal in principle but not so much in  
price. SAP paid 20 times Qualtrics’s predicted  
sales for 2018. SAP’s share price dropped 
5.3 percent after the announcement.

• On November 21 British defense contractor 
Babcock International reported a 64 percent  
decline in profits from a year earlier. The 
decline was largely due to a one-off charge 
arising from internal restructuring and the 
closure of a shipyard. However, it was  
Babcock’s negative outlook that worried  
investors the most. Babcock’s big project  
to dismantle Britain’s old nuclear reactors  
comes to an end in 2019 which will lead to a  
much bigger-than-expected drop in revenue.  
Babcock’s share price fell 4.8 percent on  
the day.

• On December 19 British pharmaceutical 
company GlaxoSmithKline plc (GSK) 
announced a major partnership with 
American rival Pfizer Inc. to merge both 
companies’ consumer health businesses 
into a single entity. With approximately 
$12 billion in annual revenue and a seven 
percent market share, it will be the world’s 
largest producer of non-prescription 
medicines. GSK, contributing the bigger 
brands, is set to own 68 percent of the 
newly created company with Pfizer owning 
the rest. The shares of GSK rose 3.4 percent 
while Pfizer’s fell 1.0 percent on the news.



Pacific Rim Stock Markets

Indices 30 Sep2018 31 Dec2018 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

• On October 7 Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 
said that it made $15.5 billion in operating 
profit in Third Quarter 2018, a 20 percent 
increase year on year and the highest quarterly  
profit in Samsung’s history. The company did  
not provide the breakdown of the results, but 
analysts attribute the record profit to strong 
sales in memory chips and higher earnings in 
Samsung’s display and consumer electronics 
business which provide screens for a new range  
of Apple iPhones. Samsung rose 0.6 percent  
on the day.

• On November 19 Carlos Ghosn, the chairman 
of automakers Nissan Motor Company Ltd., 
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation, and Groupe 
Renault was arrested over claims of serious 
misconduct. Ghosn was accused of misusing 
Nissan property and under-reporting his 
personal salary by about $45 million. Ghosn led  
turnarounds at Renault and Nissan and oversaw  
the alliance with Mitsubishi that created the 
world’s fourth-largest automobile group.  
The shares of Nissan, Mitsubishi, and Renault  
dropped by 5.5 percent, 6.9 percent, and  
8.4 percent, respectively.

• On December 17 Japanese industrial giant 
Hitachi Ltd. announced a $6.4 billion deal to 
buy 80 percent of Swiss-Swedish industrial 
giant ABB Ltd.’s power grids to build up 
overseas presence in a market poised for rapid 

growth. ABB will keep the remaining stake  
and plans to return as much as $7.8 billion to  
investors through a buyback or other measures.  
ABB’s division makes transformers, long distance  
electricity-transmission systems, and energy  
storage units. The sale will leave the Swiss- 
Swedish engineering giant more concentrated  
on robotics and automation. Hitatchi’s shares  
fell 2.6 percent while ABB rose 0.5 percent  
on the news.

• On December 19 the mobile phone unit of  
Japanese tech giant Softbank had a disappointing  
debut on the Tokyo stock market. The firm 
raised as much as ¥2.6 trillion ($23 billion) by 
selling shares in Japan’s biggest ever stock float 
and the world’s second largest (after Alibaba 
raised $25 billion in New York in 2014). The 
initial public offering (IPO) was oversubscribed 
but not by as much as hoped. The shares 
tanked 14.5 percent on the first day of trading.

The potential 
impact of global 
trade tensions 
weighed on  
Asian stocks  
in the quarter.
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                 24,120.04   20,014.77  -16.91% -14.58%

  27,788.52   25,845.70  -6.73% -6.81%

  4,448.84   4,169.04  -6.19% -6.28%

  2,343.07   2,041.04  -12.87% -13.29%

  3,257.05   3,068.76  -5.50% -5.24%

  11,006.34   9,727.41  -11.61% -11.78%

  6,207.56   5,646.40  -8.00% -10.44%

    2,427.92   2,103.73  -12.93% -12.93%

    517.04   460.31  -10.53% -10.53%

Japan Nikkei

Hong Kong Hang Seng

Hang Seng Red Chip

Korea Kospi

Singapore STI

Taiwan TWSE

Australia ASX 200

S&P Global 1200

FTSE Pacific ex-Japan



Bermuda & Cayman Stocks

Indices 30 Sep2018 31 Dec2018 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns

Source: Bloomberg

The Bank of  
N.T. Butterfield 

and Son Limited 
plummeted on  

weak results.

• On October 25 The Bank of N.T. Butterfield &  
Son Limited’s (BNTB) share price plummeted 
25 percent after the company reported 
disappointing third-quarter earnings results,  
partially owed to a sharp decline in customer  
deposits. The company indicated that the  
absorption of the Deutsche Bank trust and  
banking division in Cayman and Jersey has  
proved more expensive than anticipated.  
Further, BNTB’s debt risk rose three levels  
according to the Bloomberg default risk model. 

• On October 30 Bermuda based RenaissanceRe  
Holdings Ltd. (RenRe) announced that it has  
entered into a definitive agreement with Tokio  
Marine Holdings, Inc. pursuant to which an  
affiliate of RenRe will acquire Tokio Marine’s  
reinsurance platform for $1.5 billion. RenRe’s 
CEO commented that the transaction will  
increase the scale of the company, broaden 
its reach, and widen the customer base.  
The deal is meant to close in Second Half 2019.  
RenRe’s shares rose 2.5 percent after the  
announcement.

• On November 11 Cayman domiciled Alibaba 
Group Holding Limited set a new Singles Day  
record with more than $30.8 billion in sales  
in 24 hours. It was the tenth edition of the  
annual Singles Day event which is also called  
the Double 11 shopping festival because it falls 
on November 11. During the 24-hour period,  
Alibaba offers huge discounts across its  

e-commerce sites such as Tmall. The shares  
of Alibaba increased by 6.4 percent in the  
following week.

• On December 14 French luxury giant LVMH 
announced that it had completed an 
acquisition of Bermudian-domiciled high-end  
hotel operator Belmond Ltd (formerly Orient- 
Express Hotels) for US$2.6 billion. Belmond is 
the owner of New York’s “21” Club power  
restaurant, 30 high-end resorts, and luxury 
experience tours. The transaction is LVMH’s  
largest since taking full control of Christian 
Dior for more than $7 billion in 2017 and pushes  
LVMH further into services. Belmond’s shares  
surged by almost 40 percent in New York  
trading on the news. 

• On December 19 the Bank of N.T. Butterfield &  
Son Limited announced that, in step with the  
25 basis point increase in the US Federal Funds  
Rate, the bank is adjusting its interest rates 
on fixed term deposits and loans. Butterfield 
stated that to provide customers with the  
opportunity to earn higher returns on 
Bermuda dollar and US dollar deposits, rates 
paid on fixed terms of 90 days or more will  
increase by 0.10 percent and 0.25 percent, 
respectively. Consumer loan rates will 
proportionally increase by 0.25 percent to 
5.50 percent. The shares of the bank dropped  
by 2.5 percent on the day.
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Stocks

                2,917.34   1,958.99  -31.07% -31.07%

  1,679.73   1,491.88  -11.18% -11.18%

  2,427.92   2,103.73  -12.93% -12.93%

BSX Index

BSX Insurance Index

S&P Global 1200

               16.50   16.90  3.10% 3.10%

  52.00   31.00  -39.78% -39.78%

  13.10   12.51  -3.10% -3.10%

  13.85   11.66  -15.20% -15.20%

Ascendant Group Ltd.

Butterfield Bank

Caribbean Utilities

Consolidated Water Co.



Global Bond Markets

Indices 30 Sep2018 31 Dec2018 Local Curr. US$
Total Returns(Yield to Maturity)

Source: Bloomberg

• On October 26 the ten-year US Treasury yield  
fell four basis points to 3.08 percent as stocks  
fell around the globe amid worse-than-
anticipated earnings from US technology  
giants Amazon.com Inc. and Alphabet Inc. 
Additionally, weak economic data from the  
eurozone, concern about Italy’s fiscal situation,  
the souring of US-Saudi relations and the US’  
ongoing trade dispute with China further 
fuelled appetite for the perceived safe-haven  
of US Treasuries.

• On October 31 the Bank of Japan left the 
benchmark interest rate unchanged at minus 
0.1 percent whilst tweaking its forecasts and  
bond-purchase plan. The central bank noted  
that risks in the current fiscal year are now  
skewed to the downside rather than “generally  
balanced” previously and that inflation will  
remain below the two percent target until  
at least 2021. 

• On December 6 the Bank of Canada left  
the benchmark interest rate unchanged at  
1.75 percent citing problems in the oil sector,  
a decline in business investments in Third 
Quarter 2018, growing concerns about a global  
economic slowdown, and revisions of GDP 
that suggest the Canadian economy is smaller  
than initially believed. 

• On December 13 the ECB announced an end 
to the three-year-long net asset purchase 
programme at the end of December 2018.  
The central bank said reinvestment of principal  
and interest payments will continue without  
a specific deadline and that maturities will stay  
in the country of origin. This means more  
reinvestments into Germany and less into  
Spain and Italy.

• On December 19 the Fed hiked the fed funds 
target rate by 25 basis points to a range 
between 2.25 percent and 2.50 percent but 
tempered the move by slightly revising down 
projections for additional rate increases 
in 2019 and beyond. The statement issued 
after the Fed’s meeting described economic 
growth as “strong” and that the balance of 
risks is “roughly balanced.” A new addition 
not included in the previous statements was 
that the Fed “will continue to monitor global 
and economic financial developments.”

• On December 20 the Bank of England left the 
benchmark rate unchanged at 0.75 percent. 
The meeting minutes explained “the broader 
economic outlook will continue to depend 
significantly on the nature of EU withdrawal. 
The monetary response to Brexit, whatever 
form it takes, will not be automatic and 
could be in either direction.” Sterling rallied 
against most major currencies in response.

Global bond yields 
fell on concerns of 
slowing economic 
growth and safe 
haven demand.
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FTSE

                  1,447.22   1,485.87  2.67% 2.67%
  1,852.44   1,921.43  3.72% 3.72%
  1,771.85   1,790.78  1.07% 1.07%
  1,222.32   1,244.40  1.81% 1.81%

    2.82% 2.49% 1.28% 1.28%
 3.06% 2.68% 3.85% 3.85%
 3.21% 3.01% 4.09% 4.09%
 2.43% 1.97% 4.63% -0.97%
 2.67% 2.32% 3.89% 1.38%
 1.57% 1.28% 3.13% 0.93%
 0.47% 0.24% 2.31% 1.10%
 0.13% -0.01% 1.34% 5.05%

3-7 Year Treasury Index
7-10 year Treasury Index
1-10 Year US Corp. Bond Index
World Gov’t 7-10 Yr Bond Index

US 2 Year
US 10 Year
US 30 Year
Canadian 10 year
Australian 10 year
UK Gilt 10 Year
German Bund 10 Year
Japanese 10 Year



World Currency Markets

Currency    30 Sep2018 31 Dec2018 Change

Value of Currency US$1 = value in local currency

Source: Bloomberg

The Japanese yen  
strengthened 

against all G10 
currencies on safe 

haven demand. 

• On October 26 the Brazilian real appreciated  
0.6 percent to reais 3.6423 against the US 
dollar ahead of the weekend presidential 
election in which market-preferred 
presidential candidate Jair Bolsonaro was 
expected to defeat leftist rival Fernando 
Haddad. The real’s gain was underpinned by 
hopes of much-needed economic reforms 
promised by the Bolsonaro campaign.

• On November 12 the euro fell to €0.8914 
against the US dollar and Sterling weakened 
to US$1.2848 as hopes for an imminent 
Brexit agreement faded and Italian budget 
woes persisted. In the UK the Sunday Times 
reported that four more UK ministers were  
on the brink on resigning over Prime Minister  
Theresa May’s Brexit plans. Meanwhile in the  
eurozone, ECB Vice President Luis De Guindos  
said that Italian contagion risk shows need  
for budget discipline. 

• On November 26 the Mexican peso 
depreciated 0.9 percent to 20.2167 against 
the US dollar as US President Trump  
threatened to shut down the US’ southern 
border “if needed.” US agents shot tear gas  
at migrants who attempted to breach the  
border and Mexico’s incoming government 
denied reports of a deal with the US on  
asylum seekers, who would be required to  
wait in Mexico until their claims move  
through US courts.

• On December 10 UK Prime Minister Theresa 
May postponed the UK parliament’s vote 
on Brexit. The deal ceded financial and 
trade regulation and, remarkably, the ability 
to amend or end the Brexit agreement to 
the EU. Sterling depreciated 1.9 percent 
versus the US dollar on the news and fell to 
$1.2489 on December 11. The postponement 
in turn led to a no-confidence vote which  
May won on December 12.

• On December 25 the Japanese yen 
strengthened to ¥110.29 against the US dollar  
on safe haven demand after US President 
Trump refused to sign a bill funding the 
US government, setting up a last-minute 
showdown with Democrats in the Senate.

• On December 28 crude oil prices once 
again fell below US$45 per barrel and 
currencies of nations heavily exposed to 
oil depreciated against the US dollar. The 
Canadian dollar weakened to CA$ 1.3655 
per US dollar while the Norwegian krone 
depreciated to NOK 8.7731 per US dollar.
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     1.3842 1.4187 -2.4%

 4.0504 3.8812 4.5%

 0.7674 0.7841 -2.1%

 1.2908 1.3637 -5.4%

 0.8617 0.8721 -1.2%

 113.7000 109.6900 3.7%

 0.9817 0.9821 0.0%

Australian Dollar

Brazilian Real

British Pound

Canadian Dollar

Euro

Japanese Yen

Swiss Franc



We anticipate slower global economic 
growth and agree with Bloomberg 
consensus estimates for an annualized 
global growth rate of 3.5 percent in 
2019 and 3.3 percent in 2020.
• While growth in the US is slowing, current  

conditions are still strong in regards to 
business investment, consumer spending,  
and labour markets.  

• Europe’s economy is likely to weaken too,  
with Italy flirting with recession. 

• Political challenges span the globe in 2019.  
US-China trade tensions run deep and  
Brexit is an ongoing issue.

Yields in major economies are set  
to rise gradually as some monetary 
stimulus is pulled back.
• We expect the US Federal Reserve to adjust  

monetary policy in response to economic data  
and raise the Fed Funds rate in March 2019. 

• In Europe, a substantial degree of monetary  
stimulus is still needed to push inflation higher.

• At this point in the economic cycle we prefer  
corporate bonds with strong investment-
grade credit ratings over lower rated, 
relatively better yielding ones.

We expect the US dollar to remain 
strong against other Developed Market 
currencies near term supported by 
wide interest rate differentials.
• The two-year interest rate differential 

between US Treasuries and German sovereign  
bonds is near historic highs and while this  
differential is unlikely to last longer term,  
it supports the US dollar against the euro  
near term.

• Brexit aside, the fundamentals for Sterling  
strength are good and UK economic data  
continue to show resilience in the face  
of uncertainty.

• Dependent on the move in crude prices  
the Canadian dollar has the potential to  
appreciate against the US dollar in the 
coming months given that domestic inflation  
has pushed higher.

Our commodities outlook is modestly 
positive with concerns looming 
regarding a slowing global demand 
environment and still elevated supply  
levels in many cases.
• We expect oil prices to rebound as, by 

historical standards, global inventories  
are lean and OPEC’s spare capacity is low.  
Further, oil demand is expected to be  
resilient throughout 2019 amid relatively  
robust global GDP growth.

• The prices of industrial metals will greatly  
depend on Chinese demand.

• US-China trade tensions and Emerging Market  
currency weakness are likely going to impact  
agricultural commodity prices in 2019.

We expect positive returns for equities 
in 2019. This view is underpinned by 
the continued economic expansion 
and earnings growth, albeit at a slower 
pace, as well as attractive valuations 
relative to macro fundamentals, 
particularly after the latest sell-off.
• Selectivity is becoming increasingly 

important amid higher volatility as global  
risks are substantial.

• We have a growing preference for quality:  
Companies with strong cash flow, sustainable  
growth, and clean balance sheets.

• Attractive valuations and a backdrop of  
economic reforms and robust earnings  
growth support the case for Emerging  
Market stocks. 

Information has been obtained 
from sources believed to be  
reliable, but its accuracy and  
completeness, and the opinions  
based thereon, are not guaranteed  
and no responsibility is assumed 
for errors and omissions.

Certain statements contained 
within are forward looking 
statements including, but not 
limited to, statements that are 
predictions of or indicate future  
events, trends, plans or objectives.  
Undue reliance should not be 
placed on such statements 
because by their nature, they are 
subject to known and unknown 
risks and uncertainties.

FOR THE FIRST QUARTER 2019
Outlook
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“In 2019, global 
GDP growth is 

likely to soften, 
mainly due to 
fading policy 

stimulus in the 
USA and policy 

tightening in EM 
ex-China.”

Credit Suisse, 
2019 Investment 

Outlook, 
December, 2018

The World
We anticipate slower global economic growth  
in 2019 and agree with Bloomberg consensus 
estimates for an annualized global growth 
rate of 3.5 percent in 2019 and 3.3 percent in 
2020. The slowdown will be led by the US, 
where a combination of tighter monetary 
policy and the fading effects of 2018’s fiscal 
stimulus start to drag on economic activity. 
Europe’s economy is likely to weaken too, 
with Italy flirting with recession. We also 
expect growth in China to slow, despite 
additional stimulus from the People’s Bank. 
The positive momentum in labour markets 
continues to spur consumer spending, 
particularly in the US. This said, a common 
denominator for major developed economies 
is slow wage growth which could weigh on 
consumption. The investment environment 
is becoming more challenging as the global 
economic cycle matures. Market volatility 
rose in 2018 as economic growth, global 
politics, and central bank stimulus were at  
turning points and we expect more of the  
same in 2019 as markets try to anticipate 
an end to the economic cycle.

Slowing global demand and tighter monetary 
stimulus in most countries are likely to cause  
growth to weaken across large parts of 
Emerging Markets (EM) in 2019. Turkey and 
Argentina remain deep in recession as they 
continue to suffer from the fallout from their 
currency crises. Political challenges span 
the globe in 2019. US-China trade tensions 
run deep. Brexit is an ongoing issue. Further, 
we face elections of note in India, Greece, 
Canada, and Argentina. A global trade war  
is a major risk and needs close monitoring.

North America
Given the backdrop of weaker US growth, we 
think that the Fed is now close to the end of  
its tightening cycle. Without more aggressive 
monetary policy tightening from the Fed,  
the US economy should keep on growing in  

2019 and 2020. Growth expectations for the 
US stand at 2.6 percent for 2019, somewhat 
dented because taxes are not going to be cut 
again, and 1.9 percent for 2020. While growth 
is slowing, current conditions in the US are 
still strong in regards to business investment, 
consumer spending, and labour markets.  
Inflation, as measured by the personal  
consumption expenditure index excluding  
food and energy (core PCE), is tame at  
1.9 percent and has now been below the Fed’s  
two percent target for seven years. Tensions  
over tariffs and calls for reciprocal trade  
arrangements are a threat to economic growth. 

Consensus estimates point to a 1.9 percent 
economic growth rate for Canada in 2019. 
Solid labour markets are good for consumer 
spending, which was weak in 2018 as interest 
rates rose and people paid down their bills as 
the Bank of Canada was on a mission to keep 
household debt in check. Crude oil prices  
impact the overall Canadian economy 
and should prices fall from current levels, 
economic growth will slow further.

Europe
Economic momentum is slowing in the 
eurozone and the economy is expected to 
grow at 1.6 percent in 2019, down from  
1.9 percent in 2018. The ECB’s accommodative 
monetary policy continues to support growth  
but politics are high on the agenda. In France  
the yellow-vest protests resulted in President  
Macron unveiling measures that included a  
hike in the minimum wage. The measures are  
likely to lead to a rise in France’s fiscal deficit  
at a time when the European Commission is  
negotiating with the Italian government about  
its budget. Italy will remain the weakest link  
within the eurozone and is at risk of a  
technical recession.

The outlook for the UK economy has improved  
somewhat with an estimated annualized 
growth rate of 1.5 percent in 2019 compared 
to 1.3 percent in 2018. We assume that we 

ECONOMICS
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will avoid a “no deal” Brexit after some more 
time is spent negotiating, but at the expense 
of prolonging the uncertainty for businesses 
and investors over the shape of the UK’s 
future relationship with Europe. Despite all 
uncertainty, the domestic economy has been 
resilient with the unemployment rate at a 
four-decades low, wage growth improving, 
and consumer spending holding up.

Pacific Basin /Asia
In Japan, growth is projected at 0.9 percent  
in 2019 as the economy has entered the late-
cycle phase of expansion and a planned VAT 
hike in October should weigh on consumer 
spending in Second Half 2019.  The labour 
market has continued to improve and wage  
growth has been on an accelerating trend  
which has had a positive impact on household  
income. Corporate investment is solid on  
higher utilization rates and spending on 
labour-saving technology, spurred by higher  
wages and labour shortages. 

Economic growth in China is moderating and 
the slowdown is expected to continue in First 
Half 2019 even though monetary and fiscal 
policy have been loosened. The fallout from 
the trade war has dominated the headlines 
and it is not yet clear how the Xi-Trump trade 
truce will play out. Yet, the bigger headwinds 
facing China’s economy are domestic. The 
property market is cooling and the impact of 
previous policy tightening and the resulting 
slowdown in credit growth weigh on the 
economy. The People’s Bank of China (PBOC) 
is reluctant to cut interest rates in general as 
that might weaken the yuan but the PBOC has 
introduced a new low-cost liquidity tool for 
banks willing to lend to small business. This 
action shows an understanding and desire to 
address an economic slowdown.  For 2019 the 
economy is expected to grow at 6.2 percent 
as per Bloomberg consensus estimates. 

India’s economy is growing fast. We agree with  
consensus estimates for GDP to grow at 

7.3 percent in 2019. The strong growth is 
attributed to the implementation of the 
National Goods and Service Tax, which 
improves the government’s revenue intake 
and helps the government expand fiscal 
stimulus, as well as a relaxation of foreign 
direct investment rules. Further, a new ‘Make 
in India’ policy will give a substantial boost 
to domestic manufacturing and service 
providers, helping to create employment.

The outlook for growth in Australia stands at 
an annualized rate of 2.8 percent in 2019.  
Business conditions are positive, non-mining 
investment as well as higher levels of public 
infrastructure spending, combined with 
the Reserve Bank of Australia keeping the 
benchmark rate on hold at 1.50 percent 
support the economy. On the downside, the 
household sector is weak amid low wage  
growth and high debt levels. Falling property  
prices could prompt households to rein in  
consumption and poses a major risk to  
economic growth. 

Latin America
Brazil’s economic recovery has been slow  
and fiscal worries abound. On January 1, 2019 
Jair Bolsonaro takes over as president and he 
is facing a tough challenge to spur economic 
growth and reduce bloated government 
accounts. Poor fiscal health, elevated debt 
and debt-servicing costs for consumers and 
businesses dragged on economic growth in  
2018 and take time to turn around. We agree  
with consensus estimates for GDP to grow  
at 2.5 percent in 2019. 

Mexico’s annualized economic growth is 
estimated at 2.0 percent for 2019. Although 
retail sales and employment has held up well, 
exports of crude oil and industrial production 
have weakened and will be a drag on growth 
in First Half 2019. Further, the central bank 
raised interest rates both in November and 
December 2018 amid rising inflation and 
this should dampen consumer spending.

“We expect 
China’s economic 
conditions to worsen 
significantly in the 
spring of 2019 due 
to the payback from 
the front-loading 
of exports, major 
property market 
correction in  
lower-tier cities,  
and more defaults 
and a widening of 
credit spreads.”

NOMURA,  
Asia in 2019: always 
darkest before  
the dawn,
December, 2018
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“There’s real 
uncertainty about 

the pace and 
the destination 
of further rate 
increases, and 

we’re going to be 
letting incoming 
data inform our 

thinking about the 
appropriate path.”

Jerome Powell,  
FED Chair,  

December 19, 2018

In 2019 central banks in major economies 
will slowly catch up with the Fed’s monetary 
tightening, pushing global yields higher. This 
will end a decade of loose monetary policy, 
in the shape of artificially low interest rates, 
and quantitative easing which boosted 
equity markets, bond prices, and real estate 
values. We expect the US Federal Reserve 
to raise the Fed Funds rate in March 2019 
and Treasury yields to be range-bound. Still, 
global inflation is contained and central 
bankers seem sensitive to economic growth 
and are raising interest rates in a measured 
way, thus preventing their economies from  
going into recession. This is good news as 
investors will see slightly better yields on 
their bond holdings while still being able to 
hold a healthy allocation to equities. Note 
that global bear markets have tended not  
to happen in the absence of a recession in  
a major economic region.

We expect the Fed will pause hikes after their  
meeting in March, with every intention of 
resuming rate hikes in the future. However,  
as the economy slows and inflation remains  
tepid, those future hikes could be a lot 
further off than market participants think.  
Importantly, if the economy is slowing 
and inflation is decelerating, the Fed risks 
potentially turning a slowdown into a  
full-blown recession by tightening too fast  
and by too much. Nevertheless, we expect 
the Fed, under the guidance of Chairman 
Jerome Powell, to adjust monetary policy  
in response to economic data and avert a  
recession. We favour floating rate notes (FRNs)  
whose coupons reset every three months 
based on the three-month LIBOR rate and,  
unlike longer-dated fixed coupon bonds,  
benefit from a higher Fed funds rate. At this  
point in the economic cycle we prefer  
corporate bonds with strong investment-
grade credit ratings over lower rated, relatively  
better yielding ones as corporate spreads 
over Treasuries could widen significantly on 

lower rated bonds, with a resulting decline  
in price, amid recession fears.

In the eurozone the ECB’s net asset purchases  
under the quantitative easing programme 
came to a close at the end of 2018 and the 
central bank is likely to keep benchmark 
interest rates unchanged through summer 2019.  
Headline inflation (CPI) fell from 2.2 percent 
to 2.0 percent in November 2018 and core 
inflation (excluding food and energy) fell from  
1.1 percent to 1.0 percent. The ECB expects 
wage growth to pick up as labour markets 
tighten and some areas in the region face  
labour supply shortages. Still, a substantial 
degree of monetary stimulus is still needed  
to push inflation higher. 

The Bank of England (BOE), like the US Fed, 
is eager to reverse a decade of super-easy 
monetary policy. Headline inflation (CPI) at  
2.4 percent is above the two percent target 
but for now Brexit takes precedence. The BOE’s  
most recent meeting minutes explained that  
the broader economic outlook depend 
significantly on the nature of EU withdrawal. 
We assume an exit agreement will be reached  
by end of March and that the central bank 
keeps the benchmark rate unchanged at  
0.75 percent in First Half 2019.

We agree with the Bank of Canada that current  
interest rate levels are appropriate for the  
time being in light of soft oil prices. However,  
increases are needed in the future amid low 
unemployment, inflation close to target, 
and as the economy operates close to full 
capacity. The recent slump in oil prices is 
likely to affect western Canada the most  
but also impact the overall economy.  
The Bank of Canada will remain decidedly 
data dependent and their pragmatic approach  
to recent turmoil in the oil markets show 
their sensitivity to growth while bringing 
interest rates back into a neutral rate. 
Over the next twelve months only one 
interest rate hike is fully priced in.

BONDS
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We expect the US dollar to remain strong 
against other Developed Market currencies 
near term supported by wide interest rate 
differentials. Further, in 2018 the US dollar 
was boosted by trade war, Brexit uncertainty, 
French yellow-vest protests, and the budget 
dispute in Italy. These factors continue to  
lend support to the US dollar. Longer term  
we expect interest rate differentials to 
narrow as other major central banks catch up  
with the Fed and the US dollar subsequently  
weakens to compensate for a growing current  
account deficit.

The euro should trade in a range between 
1.10-to-1.15 against the US dollar near term. 
The two-year interest rate differential 
between US Treasuries and German sovereign  
bonds is near historic highs and while this 
wide differential is unlikely to last longer term,  
it gives support to the US dollar near term. 
Only once the ECB starts raising interest rates,  
gradually catching up with the Fed, will the  
euro find long term support. 

Our central view remains that the UK leaves  
the EU with a withdrawal agreement in March.  
Brexit aside, the fundamentals for Sterling 
strength are good and UK economic data 
continue to show resilience in the face  
of uncertainty. Based on fundamentals  
and the fact that the market has a short 
position in Sterling, the pound has scope  
to strengthen against the US dollar as the 
Bank of England is eager to hike interest  
rates amid rising inflation. However, Brexit  
negotiations can provide the catalyst for a  
move in either direction.

The sharp decline in crude prices and dovish 
comments from the Bank of Canada have 
weighed on the Canadian dollar against the 
US dollar in recent months. Dependent on 
the move in crude prices the loonie has the 
potential to appreciate against the US dollar 
in the coming months given that inflation 
has pushed higher and the unemployment 

rate has declined further, setting the stage 
for the Bank of Canada to tighten monetary 
policy sooner than the market anticipates. 

Despite market expectations for the US Fed 
to raise interest rates and the Bank of Japan 
to hold their benchmark rate unchanged,  
we believe further support for the US dollar 
is limited as the two-year interest rate  
US-Japan differential is at its widest since  
the Great Recession. Moreover, given 
numerous geopolitical and economic risks,  
most notably trade tensions, the Japanese  
yen may benefit from safe haven led  
demand near term. 

The Australian dollar is set to be weak 
against most major currencies amid falling 
house prices, muted wage growth, and 
slower consumer spending. Further, low 
industrial metals prices give no support 
to the economy and the Reserve Bank of 
Australia, unlike other major banks, is likely 
to keep monetary policy unchanged. 

Emerging Market currencies may to be under  
pressure as the US Fed raises interest rates 
amid robust domestic conditions and thus  
tightens global liquidity resulting in a weaker 
outlook for riskier assets such as Emerging 
Market debt and equities holdings.

CURRENCIES

“With growth 
subdued in both 
the Eurozone and 
China next year, 
there is no getting 
away from the fact 
that it will be the 
US cycle – and that 
interplay of growth 
and inflation – that 
determines the 
dollar trend in 2019.”

ING FX Strategy 
Team, 2019 FX 
Outlook: Peak Dollar,
November 29, 2018
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“We keep a positive 
view on crude, 

provided OPEC  
maintains production 

discipline.”

UBS House View, 
Year Ahead 2019,

December 2018

Our commodities outlook is modestly positive  
with concerns looming regarding a slowing  
global demand environment and still elevated  
supply levels in many cases. Gold is supported  
as the multi-year equity bull market tops out.  
After recent underperformance, oil should  
see inventories contract as global demand is  
supported throughout 2019.

Growing concerns over slowing global growth,  
higher inventory data, production increases 
from Russia and Saudi Arabia, and US waivers 
to eight countries importing Iranian oil, 
caused oil prices to drop sharply in 2018. 
However, we expect oil prices to rebound 
as, by historical standards, global inventories  
are lean and OPEC’s spare capacity is low.  
On the other hand, oil demand is expected  
to be resilient throughout 2019 amid relatively  
robust global GDP growth. Therefore, we see 
a balanced oil market in 2019 which will help 
oil prices to recover from current levels.

Gold’s positive price performance in Fourth 
Quarter 2018 despite a strong US dollar shows  
improving investor sentiment. We believe 
that gold will stand to benefit in 2019 as the 
economic cycle matures, inflation climbs,  
real interest rates peak, and the US dollar 
eventually rolls over from multi year highs. 
Signs of the US Fed nearing the end of hiking 
cycle will also act as tailwinds for gold.  
Moreover, we believe that US equity markets  
will remain under pressure next year due to  
tightening financial conditions and 
decelerating growth which will increase 
demand for gold as a hedge.

Prices of industrial metals greatly depend 
on Chinese demand. Metal markets were 
under pressure in 2018 due to a strong US 
dollar, tariff threats, and slowing demand 
in China. The metal prices are expected 
to be range-bound in Second Half 2019 as 
global demand threats loom. We expect 
copper to remain at current levels as a 
challenging macro environment is offset by 

zero expectations of supply growth in the 
future. However, iron ore prices are set to be 
under pressure due to oversupply caused by 
continued supply ramp-up. Moreover, weak 
fundamentals in nickel and aluminium seem 
to be priced in, and we can see a rebound 
in prices as inventories drop through 2019.

US-China trade frictions and Emerging 
Market currency weakness are likely going 
to impact agricultural commodity prices 
in 2019. Soybeans is the most affected soft 
commodity, with China importing from 
elsewhere, the US soybean stockpiles are 
expected to double by end of 2019 putting 
further pressure on prices. On the other 
hand, corn prices are going to be supported 
by a third consecutive year of supply deficit. 
Sugar is expected to trade range-bound as 
demand looks balanced. Given the highly 
weather-dependent annual resupply cycles 
in agricultural commodities, the outlook for 
agricultural prices essentially boils down to 
the weather while a trade war is a key risk.

COMMODITIES
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We expect positive returns for equities in 2019. 
This view is underpinned by the continued 
economic expansion and earnings growth, 
albeit at a slower pace, as well as attractive 
valuations relative to macro fundamentals, 
particularly after the latest sell-off. However, 
we recognize that selectivity is becoming 
increasingly important amid higher volatility  
as global risks are substantial. These include  
geopolitics, escalating trade tensions, and  
looming concerns about the end of the  
expansionary phase of the current economic  
cycle. Therefore, we have a growing preference  
for quality: Companies with strong cash flow, 
sustainable growth, and clean balance sheets.

US stocks have outpaced global equities by 
around 80 percentage points over the past 
ten years, In the future, we expect higher 
long-term returns outside the US. Currently, 
US stocks trade in line with their average 
trailing price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio of 15.5 
over the past ten years while the global index  
is at an eight percent discount.

We are overweight a mix of defensives and 
value cyclicals while being underweight 
expensive cyclicals. Given that the Energy 
sector is typically a late cycle outperformer, 
we are hesitant to sell at these levels and we 
remain overweight. Energy sector valuations 
have now de-rated to more attractive levels.  
We are also overweight Healthcare. The sector  
shows low sensitivity to global growth which 
historically has provided resilience in the late 
cycle. Our view is also supported by positive 
demographic and innovation trends. We have  
increased our exposure in Utilities. The Utilities  
sector is perhaps the most defensive of any  
sector in underlying fundamentals and is a  
consistent provider of yield.

We have trimmed our exposure in Technology.  
With trade barriers on the rise, we think 
there is rising risk of operational hurdles that 
may pressure supply chains. In addition to 

rising cost pressures, we note that Technology 
broadly has high revenue exposure to China. 

We are underweight Communication Services 
(which include stocks like Facebook, Google 
& Netflix among others). Some stocks in the 
sector (such as Facebook) have the potential  
for continued regulatory scrutiny. 2018 was  
an unforgiving year to many of the Tech/Media  
giants that make up the bulk of the sector’s 
market cap. We suspect that the public scrutiny  
may have more room to go. 

We remain equal weight Europe. We see risks  
regarding corporate margins, given that inflation 
is now rising faster than real GDP growth in the 
eurozone. Europe’s equity market is also heavy 
on lower-quality, cyclical companies that tend  
to lag in late cycle. The main upside catalyst  
to European equities in 2019 could come from 
politics if sentiment towards Italy and/or the  
UK improves.

We prefer Japanese equities among the major 
Asian markets. Japanese companies have made 
significant gains in profitability in the past six 
years. The drivers of this gain include the exit 
from deflation, a corporate tax cut, and major 
initiatives in corporate governance. As a result, 
Japanese earnings have become less sensitive to 
the level of the yen than they were in the past. 

2018 saw a substantial drawdown in Emerging 
Market assets. The explanation for this has been 
an evolving story, focusing at various points on  
rising rates, current account imbalances, trade  
tensions and slowing growth in China. We are  
not abandoning the region despite this. 
Attractive valuations and a backdrop of economic  
reforms and robust earnings growth support the  
case for EM stocks. Uncertainty around trade  
is likely to persist although much has been 
priced in. We are also positive on Brazil.  
The country has a new president with a strong 
mandate and stocks could advance further if 
the government succeeds in putting the nation’s 
pension system on a more sustainable footing. 

EQUITY STRATEGY

“Lofty 2018 earnings 
won’t repeat, yet 
we are optimistic on 
equities.”

Black Rock, Global  
Investment Outlook,
December, 2018
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79+13+4+2+2+t
18+17+13+11+8+8+7+6+4+4+3+1+t

EQUITIES  
(50% S&P Global 1200 and 50% S&P 500)

Regional Strategy 
• Underweight in North America at 73.1 percent 

(versus Benchmark weighting of 79.2 percent)  

• Equal Weight Europe at 12.5 percent

• Overweight Japan at 4.9 percent 
(versus Benchmark weighting of 3.9 percent)  

• Overweight Emerging Asia and Latin America 
at 4.4 percent and 1.6 percent, respectively 
(versus Benchmark weighting of 2.4 percent 
and 0.6 percent, respectively) 
 
Sector Strategy

• Overweight Health Care, Industrials, and 
Energy at 17.2 percent, 10.9 percent and  
7.2 percent, respectively  
(versus Benchmark weighting of 14.2 percent, 
9.9 percent, 5.7 percent, respectively)

• Equal Weight Technology, Consumer Staples,  
Materials, and Utilities at 17.6 percent,  
8.0 percent, 3.8 percent and 3.3 percent,  
respectively

• Underweight Financials, Consumer Disc., 
Communication Services, and Real Estate  
at 13.5 percent, 7.8 percent, 6.6 percent, and  
0.6 percent, respectively (versus Benchmark 
weighting of 15.0 percent, 9.8 percent,  
9.6 percent, and 2.8 percent respectively) 
 
Currency Strategy

• Equal Weight the euro at 7.1 percent

• Underweight the US dollar at 76.0 percent 
(versus Benchmark weighting of 77.9 percent) 

• Overweight the yen at 4.9 percent 
(versus Benchmark weighting of 3.9 percent)

Geographic Allocation as at December 31, 2018

Sector Allocation as at December 31, 2018

North America 73.1%
Europe 12.5%
Japan 4.9%
Emerging Asia 4.4%
Cash 3.5%
Latin America 1.6%

Technology 17.6%
Healthcare 17.2%
Financials 13.5%
Industrials 10.9%
Consumer Staples 8.0%
Consumer Disc. 7.8%
Energy 7.2%
Comm. Services 6.6%
Materials 3.8%
Cash 3.5%
Utilities 3.3%
Real Estate 0.6%

CONCLUSION AND STRATEGY POINTS
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46+2+13+26+10+3+t
45+3+13+5+11+15+8+t

BONDS

• Maintain shorter duration  
on fixed coupon bonds 
to position for rising 
interest rates.

• Hold shorter-dated 
investment grade corporate 
bonds for their relative yield 
advantage over Treasuries.

• Hold floating-rate notes  
to benefit from rising 
interest rates.

Credit Ratings as at December 31, 2018

LIBOR FRN 46%
CPI FRN 2%
0-1 YR 13%
1-3 YR 26%
3-5 YR 10%
Cash 3%

AA+ 45%
AA 3%
AA- 13%
A+ 5%
A 11%
A- 15%
BBB+ 8%

BIAS structures portfolios 
according to the needs and risk 
profile of a specific investor. 
Some systematic risks should be 
acknowledged over which BIAS 
and other asset managers have 
no control including: trading  
on exchanges not regulated by 
any US Government agency, the  
Bermuda Monetary Authority, 
or the Cayman Islands Monetary 
Authority; possible failure of 
brokerage firms or clearing 
exchanges; illiquid Markets 
which may make liquidating a 
position at a  given price more 
difficult. For more details on 
these and other risk factors, 
please refer to BIAS’ Form ADV 
filed with the US Securities and 
Exchange Commission. 

Bonds Strategy Allocation as at December 31, 2018
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